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Abstract
Traditionally the literature show that public brand value estimates (such as the ones published by Interbrand,
Brand Finance or Brand Z), in the context of industrial quoted companies, are incorporated in stock prices,
implying that brands significantly contributes to the value generation process in a company. No such study was
carried out at the level of the banking sector. This could be due to the attribution of a marginal importance of
brands, among other intangible assets, in the banking sector, as highlighted by the literature. In more recent years
more and more evidences give evidence of the importance of brands in banking sector; it should be noted that:
- many banks, as a result of the Purchase Price Allocation process - PPA (pursuant to IFRS 3 Business
Combinations) consequent to banking aggregations (mergers or acquisitions), have booked in their financial
statements (separate or consolidated) brand values;
- reports published by independent parties such as Brand Finance, publishes brand values specifically for the
banking sector.
The aim of this article is therefore to assess if the brand contributes to the value generation process in the
banking sector. To test our hypothesis we run a regression on a European sample between market capitalization
of major banks and their brand value published by independent expert Brand Finance from 2008 to 2017, with a
classic value relevance analysis. Our results demonstrate that brand contributes to the value generation process in
the banking sector.
Keywords: brand valuation, value relevance, intangible assets, banking sector
JEL Classifications: M4; G14
1. Introduction
Historically, the literature on the subject of intangibles has unfolded along two main strands: a first one, in the
context of management studies, which refers to the development and management of intangibles and a second
one, related to accounting and finance studies, which refers to the measurement of intangibles and the effects on
company value. This is based on the assumption that it is not possible to develop and manage (intangibles in this
case) what one is not measurable (to evaluate the effects of the development and management). Measuring the
value of intangible assets is closely related to their ability to contribute to the process of generating value within
a company. The ability to measure the value translates into the knowledge of the drivers of the value itself and
into the possibility to better manage the intangible asset and thus to control the process of generating value.
The aim of this article is to assess if the brand contributes to the value generation process in the banking sector.
For this purpose, it should be noted that the management and marketing literature identifies different strategies
and methods of managing a brand within the banking sector but without measuring the value that can be
generated. Finance and accounting literature, in fact, has focused on measuring and evaluating for the banking
sector only the contribution of customer relationships to intangibles, excluding from the analysis the brands. This
does not mean that the literature denies the presence of brands, but simply that the brand in the banking sector
does not contribute to generating value. This opinion is closely linked to a traditional view of the retail bank as
rooted in the territory and based on two value drivers: on one hand the proximity and availability of "physical"
branches in the region and therefore the potential proximity to the customer (bank branches close to clients’
home) and, on the other hand, the ability to manage customer relations. The way of creating value of a traditional
bank is therefore closely linked to 1) the achievement of the potential customer with the proximity of the
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branches and 2) the subsequent management of the customer relationships. The recent process of closing
branches that involved all banks, along with the increasing use of the online channel, demonstrate how to reach
potential clients is no longer necessary to have traditional channels represented by branches, but rather tools able
to attract remote customers. In this respect, a strong brand is able to attract customers.
While there are numerous studies dealing with the measurement of the contribution of brands to the overall value
of the company in the non-financial sector (from the pioneering work of M. Barth and others (1998) in terms of
value relevance of the publication of brand values provided by independent third parties), there is no literature on
measuring the contribution made by brands in the financial and, more in detail, in the banking sector. The aim of
this work is therefore to fill this gap by trying to understand if the brand in the banking sector contributes to the
process of generating value and therefore constitutes a valuable intangible asset.
In the banking industry there are no direct evidences of valuable brands represented mainly by market
transactions with the exclusive purpose of brands. The evidence relating to the value of the trademarks is only
indirect:
1) following the adoption of the international accounting standards in 2005, the companies that carry out a
merger or acquisition deal must, in fact, proceed with the allocation of the purchase price (Purchase Price
Allocation - PPA) and the identification of the goodwill and specific intangibles, among which the brand
assumes importance. In this regard, it should be noted that many banks, as a result of the Purchase Price
Allocation process - PPA (pursuant to IFRS 3 Business Combinations) consequent to banking aggregations
(mergers or acquisitions), have shown in their financial statements (separate or consolidated) positive value for
brands; for this purpose, table 1 shows, for all the acquisitions and mergers in the European banking sector,
starting from the adoption of the IAS, the valuations of the brands made at the PPA following the acquisition of
other banks. The table shows how the number of brands recognized in the banks’ balance sheets is not negligible.
The lack of recognition of trademarks after 2012 is due to the lack of transactions involving banks;
Table 1. Banks that at the time of Purchase Price Allocation have recognized bank target brands within their
financial statements
Year

Target Brand

Target country

Acquirer

2012

Banco Pastor

Spain

Banco Popular Espanol

2010

Deutsche Postbank

Germany

Deutsche Bank

2010

First Republic Bank

US

Frist Republic Bank

2010

Whitney National Bank

US

Hancock Holding

2009

HBOS (Halifax Bank of Scotland)

UK

Lloyds Banking

2009

Merrill Lynch

US

Bank of America

2009

Fortis Bank

Belgium

BNP Paribas

2009

Dresdner Bank

Germany

Commerzbank

2008

St. George Bank

Australia

Westpac Banking

2008

Banca Antonveneta

ltaly

Banca MPS

2007

Sampo Pankki

Finland

Danske Bank

2007

Capitalia

ltaly

Unicredit

2007

Banca Lombarda e Piemontese

ltaly

Banche Popolari Unite

2007

Sanpaolo lMl

ltaly

Gruppo lntesa

2006

Denizbank

Turkey

Dexia

2006

Finansbank

Turkey

National Bank of Greece

2006

BNL

ltaly

BNP Paribas

2005

ABSA (Amalgam. Bank of South Africa)

South Africa

Barclays

2005

HVB Hypo und Vereinsbank

Germany

Unicredit

2005

Banca Comerciala Romana

Romania

Erste Bank

2005

Abbey National

UK

Santander

2005

Aval

Ukraina

Raiffesen
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2) companies specialized in brand valuation, among which Brand Finance, Inter brand and Brand Z, publish
annual reports that are widely used and display significant brand values in the banking sector.
On the basis of this evidence, it can be concluded that among the practitioners it is widely believed that brands in
the banking sector contribute to the process of generating value. The methodological approach used here, based
on a classic analysis of value relevance, has made it possible to establish how the value of brands produced by
independent third parties is incorporated in stock market prices and therefore how the financial market values the
different banking brands in the valuations.
2. The Contribution of Brand in the Value Generation of a Bank
The main banks’ intangible assets are represented by marketing intangibles. Among these ones, the dominant
intangible is represented by the customer relationships that guarantee:
- on direct deposits (collection via deposits), the achievement of economic benefits (so-called markdown), given
the possibility of reinvesting the deposits made by customers in assets and investments characterized by the same
degree of risk and duration but with higher yield (for example the reinvestment of the deposits in government
bonds of the same duration);
- in terms of indirect deposits (asset under management and asset under administration), the possibility of
obtaining commissions from the assets management;
- on the lending front, the provision of economic benefits thanks to the possibility of offering loans at a rate
higher than that which involves investments of equal risks and duration (so-called mark-up).
The benefits from the customer relationship management of direct deposits fell significantly as result of the
expansive monetary policies that led to zero interest rates, while those related to the management of indirect
deposits and loans rose at the same time.
Customer relations represent an intangible with fined useful life (since all customer relationships are destined to
cease sooner or later), but which constitute - as a portfolio of relationships or a so called mass asset - an
intangible asset with the ability to regenerate over time.
Alongside the customer relationship, there is the brand with a role that the international accounting standards
define as that of a “contributory asset”, ie facilitator of customer relationships. The brand has four main
functions in the banking business:
1) it reduces the costs of acquiring new customers;
2) it reduces the risk perceived by customers (this role has increased significantly with the introduction of the
bail-in legislation in Europe) and therefore it allows, all else being equal, a less onerous collection; this allows
the bank to obtain a premium price on the products sold: higher markdowns in the case of sale of direct deposits
(deposits), higher markups with the same risk in the case of sale of products linked to the supply of credit, higher
management fees in the case of sale of products linked to indirect deposits;
3) it reduces the costs of customer relationships retention, extending their duration;
4) it facilitates cross-selling of banking products and services and therefore increases the bank's share of wallet
towards multi-banking clients.
It should be noted that in the banking sector (like in other sectors) the existence of a recognized and visible brand
is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the brand to generate value and therefore it constitutes a real
intangible activity (ie a valuable intangible). One example is the case of the online banking operators, such as the
ING Orange Account in its initial stages of development which introduced the new brand onto the market. Due
to the aggressive marketing and advertising policy, it enjoyed good visibility, to which, however, it did not
correspond a real economic benefit as demonstrated by the aggressive pricing policies in terms of the rate offered
on new deposits that these operator had to offer to acquire and retain customers. Therefore a high degree of
brand awareness in the banking sector, obtained with high advertising costs, does not necessarily imply the
presence of an intangible asset (the brand) able to drive value creation.
Brands, in the banking industry, are typically attribute brands1 and therefore rely their image mainly on direct
and indirect customer experience and brand awareness. This characteristic means that the quality of service, the
trust gained over time and the professionalism in the performance of the service contribute to the generation of
value. The growing importance of the role of the brand in the banking business is also highlighted by the
creation of structures dedicated to the registration, management, maintenance and development of the brand.
The centrality of the brand in the banking sector is also reflected in the balance sheet and in the sustainability
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reports of banks; see, for example, the financial statements of Intesa Sanpaolo, the leading Italian listed bank,
which highlights the strategic role of the brand:
"In the banking sector, where products and services are intangible, the image and reputation of a bank are of
considerable importance in influencing consumer choices and perceptions. Intesa Sanpaolo, aware of the fact
that the brand is a very important strategic asset, has always been keen on the measurement, enhancement and
protection of the image and reputation of its brand." (Intesa Sanpaolo, 2015 Sustainability Report, page 55).
Indeed, alongside the company brands that insist on the distribution network (branches and/or promoters and/or
private bankers), in the banking groups there are also many product and service brands which generally (but not
necessarily) correspond to the brand of the same companies appointed to play the role of real "factories" of the
group for specialized products / services. In large groups, therefore, there are simultaneously the presence of
commercial brands used by the distribution networks and product/service brands used by the factories.
3. Literature Review
The literature review regarding the measurement of the brands value, refers to two main areas: a first one in the
accounting and finance field relating to the value drivers in the banking sector, with particular reference to the
intangible assets; and a second one relative to the value relevance of the valorization of the brands, produced by
independent third parties which anyway makes use of samples of companies not belonging to the banking sector.
Few studies in the accounting and finance literature have analysed the role of intangible assets in the banking
sector. The only ones to do so exhaustively are the studies of Calomiris and Nissim (2007) and of Begley and
others (2006). The latter, based on the use of the residual income model to value companies, assess the value of a
bank based on five drivers: bank equity, unrealized gains on non-performing loans, deposits (core deposits), loan
portfolio in bonis and the activities that generate fees for the bank (mainly management of the indirect
collection). The authors show how the difference between the value of a bank and its net assets derives mainly
from core deposit activity and from activities that generate fees (ie intangible linked to customer relationships).
From the analysis performed, it seems that the management of the loan portfolio is not able to generate value (in
line with what found in the previous literature). The authors show how the method, even if it is able to
significantly explain stock market prices, under-perform other criteria of financial nature and criteria that
capitalize on bank income. In particular, the spread between stock market prices and shareholders' equity can be
better explained on the basis of net income than on the intangibles modelled in the above proposed valuation
method.
In a study of the National Bureau on Economics Research, Colomiris and Nissim (2007) developed an evaluation
model of bank holding companies that takes into consideration a rather wide range of variables (32) obtaining an
average R2 of 66%; the authors point out that the largest part of the banks value derives from the management of
deposits (core deposits) and loans. The multiples recorded in relation to the lending activity, ie the multiples
expressed by the market on the book value of this item, are significantly lower than the multiples used in the
valuation of the collection activity, to indicate that the collection activity generates greater extra-income. The
authors then identify an important U-shaped relationship (U Shaped) between stock market prices and leverage,
not analyzed by Begley et al. For example, extremely low leverage drives to high Price to Book Value multiples,
meaning a positive valuation of the excess regulatory capital, to be interpreted according to Nissim, as an option
to make investments with positive net present value. However, for significantly high levels of leverage, the
authors observe an increase in the Price to Book Value, meaning that the market positively judges the benefit in
terms of income deriving from higher levels of indebtedness higher than the benefit deriving from the additional
risk of leverage. Finally, the author shows how the activity of maturity transformation (similar to a carry trade
activity) does not generate value for banks per se. It should be noted that these two studies were carried out
before the default of Lehman Brothers and are based on a traditional view of the banks, anchored to the
management of customer relationships through "branches". The default of Lehman Brothers made clear on one
hand the possibility of bankruptcy also for large banks, on the other hand the centrality of liquid bank deposits as
a source of financing for loans. And in this respect the brand plays an essential role both in attracting new
customers at low costs in deposits (guaranteeing the normal replacement of depositing assets) and in retaining its
customers within the bank even in times of strong market turmoil(where there are phenomena of run into cash).
As regards the scientific literature concerning the value relevance of the brands, a first study by Barth and Clinch
(1998) on the relevance of the different assets and the different evaluation criteria of the same, applied by the
directors in the preparation of the financial statements and by independent experts during the evaluation, provide
evidence that the intangibles of a sample of Australian companies, mainly represented by brands, are
value-relevant. In a subsequent study, Barth et al. (1998), focusing on brands, show that the estimates of this
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class of intangibles represent important information for shareholders. In particular, the authors find a positive
relationship between the ratings of 1,024 brands, published by Financial World from 1991 to 1996, and the
market prices as well as the returns on shares. More specifically, the value of the brands is reflected in the value
of the equity incrementally compared to the book values and the net income. Furthermore, the annual change in
the value of this type of intangibles is positively correlated with the change in equity returns. Subsequently,
Aaker and Jacobson (2001) evaluate the informative relevance of a specific component of brand equity, called
brand attitude, which indicates the value of the brand perceived by consumers. Analyzing a sample of companies
in the IT sector, the authors observe that changes in brand attitude affect the financial performance of the
company. Kallapur & Kwan (2004) test the effects of the capitalization of brands in a sample of 33 companies in
the UK on market prices, starting in 1985. Unlike other authors, Kallapur & Kwan base their study on the value
of brand estimated by management at the time of the survey and, despite the tendency to overextend it, they
observe a positive association with market prices and returns in the following 21 days from the announcement of
the first capitalization of the brands. Mizik and Jacobson (2008), analyzing the "5 pillars" of the Young &
Rubicam model.
Bagna et al. (2017), analyzing a sample of industrial companies, instead show that among the different brand
publications provided by independent third parties (Brand Finance, Brand Z and Interbrand) Brand Finance is
characterized by the higher value relevance and reliability of published values, probably due to the evaluation
criterion (royalty relief) adopted compared to other providers Intebrand adopts a criterion based on residual
income while Brand Z a criterion based on stock market multiples).
4. Research Hypothesis
The main object of this article is to understand if the brand contributes to the value generating process in the
banking sector. In order to explore if brand constitutes a valuable intangible asset in the banking sector we
understand that:
a) independent expert such as Brand Finance provides a publication of the bank brand values;
b) Brand Finance is the independent expert for which brands’ values in the industrial area, have proved to be
more value relevant; this is probably due to the valuation method used in order to assess brand’s value based on
royalty relief;
c) the market capitalization of banks includes both value of tangible and intangible assets.
To check our hypothesis we proceeded with a classic value relevance analysis, verifying whether the public
valuations of brands provided by brand Finance are incorporated in stock market prices and, therefore, contribute
to the value generation process. The international literature (Barth et al., 1998, Bagna and others 2017) has
already highlighted how the values published in the industrial field among others by Brand Finance are value
relevant. However, such verification was not performed at banking sector level. For this reason it is possible to
formulate the following hypothesis:
HP: Brand values published by Brand Finance are incorporated into the market capitalization of banks
and therefore contribute to the process of generating value.
5. Methodology
5.1 The Generating Value Process: The Underlying Algebra
In order to evaluate the contribution made by the individual intangible assets to the whole value of a company
(and a generic bank in this case), it is useful to refer to the residual income valuation model (or Ohlson-Juettner
Model). This criterion enhances the equity value of a company on the basis of its net tangible assets (common
equity) and on the basis of the ability to obtain net income higher than those that the net assets could generate if,
rather than being employed in the company assets, they were invested in a well diversified portfolio of shares
belonging to companies with the same risk (e.g. companies in the same sector with similar risk). The general
evaluation formula is the follow:
Equity Value

= BV

+

Net Income − BVt-1 x coe
+ Terminal Value
(1 + coe)

Terminal Value =

(

coe)

Where:
T = explicit forecast period
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BV x coe
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BVt-1 = common equity booked in the balance sheet at the beginning of the period t;
BVt = common equity at the end of the year t;
Net Incomet - BVt-1 x coe = residual income.
Coe = cost of equity (opportunity cost of capital)
Terminal Value = Value of the company beyond the explicit forecast period

By placing:
Net Incomet = BVt-1 x Roet
Where
Roe = Return on Equity = Net Incomet / Book Valuet-1

The following formula is obtained:
Equity Value

= BV

Terminal Value =

(Roe − coe)xBVt-1
+ Terminal Value
(1 + coe)

+

(

coe)

×

(Roe

coe)xBV

(2)

coe - g

That expresses the value of a company (a bank in that case) according to its residual income (roe - coe) and its
tangible net assets.
The Residual Income formula expresses the financial value of a company based on:
1) the book value of its net assets, which expresses the historical cost of the investments made by the
shareholders and
2) the capacity to generate income in excess of those achievable by competitors, as represented by the
differential between the specific profitability of the company being valued (given by Roe) and the opportunity
cost of capital that expresses a normal market remuneration obtained from the market participant.
The use of this valuation formula should therefore always induce the evaluator to look for the reasons underlying
the achievement of residual income compared to competitors, highlighted by a profitability of equity above the
capital cost opportunity. For a generic company, the answer to this question concerns the verification of the
existence of some internally formed intangible asset, typically represented by:
• the existence of a brand that can guarantee the sale of a product at a price higher than that of products of the
same quality (and costs of production) of the competition;
• the existence of historical customer relationships, which are also able to guarantee the sale of their products at a
price higher than that of the competition;
• the development of technology that guarantees a better quality of service / product sold or alternatively a
reduction in production costs compared to its peers;
• the presence of patents that could guarantee operations in a monopoly / oligopoly condition, which allows the
application of premium price to products sold;
• the presence of key person among the top management, able to organize the business activity better than the
competitors;
• and more generally the presence of goodwill connected to the ability to generate extra value over time.
The residual income formula is particularly useful in order to isolate the value of intangible assets, which in
addition to being equal to the current value of residual profits, is equal, according to the formula, to the
difference between the value of a company's equity and its net assets at time 0:
Intangible Asset Value

=

=Equity Value

=

=∑

-BV

=0
coe)xBVt-1

(Roe
(

coe)

+

(

coe)

×

(Roe

coe)xBV
coe - g

(3)

Under the efficient market hypothesis, the equity value at time 0 corresponds to the stock market capitalization.
By placing:
Equity Valuet = Market Capitalizationt
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the value of intangible assets is therefore equal to the differential between the stock market capitalization and the
net assets itself:
Intangible Asset Value
=Market Capitalization

=
=0

-BV

(4)

As will see below, in order to assess if an intangible asset n contributes to the value generation process, the
following regression is performed:
(5)
Market Capitalization = a + bBook Value x Book Value + bn x Intangible Assetn
If the parameter bn on the n-intangible is statistically significant, it can be established that this intangible asset
contributes positively (and significantly from a statistical point of view) to the value process.
5.2 Research Methodology
To test our hypothesis we run a regression on a European sample between market capitalization of major banks
and their brand value published by independent expert Brand Finance.
The possibility of using brand value estimates provided by independent third parties (such as Brand Finance) is
directly linked to the value relevance of brand values expressed by Brand Finance. This means asking whether
the brand values expressed by Brand Finance are incorporated into the stock exchange prices without incurring
problems of endogeneity.
The value relevance analysis was carried out by referring to the value of brands published by Brand Finance for
a sample of major European banks (the banks belonging to the Stoxx 600 index). The reports taken into
consideration are the ones published by Brand Finance each year named “Banking 500 - The annual report on
the world’s most valuable banking brands”. The value relevance hypothesis is tested using the approach provided
by Mary Barth et al (1998) , performed in 2 steps:
1) first of all analyzing the statistical significance of the relationship between the valuation of brands of different
banks in the sample and their respective market capitalizations;
2) since the statistical significance founded at the first step could be due to an endogeneity factor (brand values
are directly estimated from market prices, for example computing brand values as a fraction of the difference
between the market value and common equity), a 2SLS model (Two-Stage Least Squares) has been used. That
means verifying that the value estimated by Brand Finance are based on fundamental inputs and not on market
parameters. The 2SLS simultaneous equations allow us to control the endogeneity factor and to verify that the
statistical correlations do not arise from simultaneous bias. Therefore, by re-estimating brand values moving
from fundamental parameters and excluding any reference to market variables (which therefore exclude stock
market prices), we offer evidence about the correct interpretation of the relationship between market
capitalizations and the brand values of the selected companies.
Verifying the value relevance of brands estimated by Brand Finance in the banking sector, is equivalent to
examining the relationship between the market capitalizations of different banks of the sample and their brand
values, performing the following regression:
Mkt Capi,t = α + βBook × Tangible Book Valuei,t + 𝛽Net Income × Net Incomei,t +βBrand × Brand Valuei,t +
+𝛿CONTROL VARIABLES𝑖, 𝑡 + 𝜀

(6)

where i is the company owning brand i; t is the year of analysis (2008 – 2017); Mkt Capi,t is the Market
Capitalization of the i-company in t-period, observed at the end of each year; Tangible Book Value is common
equity net of intangible asset, observed at the end of each year; as a common practice in the banking sector we
use tangibile book value instead of book value, which is a proxy of regulated book value (common equity tier 1).
Net Income is the net income for each fiscal year; Brand Valuei,t is the brand value estimated for the i-bank by
brand Finance for the t-year. CONTROL VARIABLES include controls for: t-year of observation; h countries in
which each company has its headquarter as specified in Table 2; negative return on equity; alla datas are taken
from FactSet.
As our sample includes banks with high and low market capitalizations, dependent and independent variables are
scaled by tangible equity in order to avoid the potential bias of the regression coefficients. The model proposed
is thus equivalent to regress the price to tangible book value multiple (practioners use this market multiple to
perform valuation in the banking sector) with respect to the return on tangible equity and the brand value of each
company scaled by tangible book value:
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+ 𝛿𝐶𝑂𝑁𝑇𝑅𝑂𝐿_𝑉𝐴𝑅𝐼𝐴𝐵𝐿𝐸𝑆𝑖, 𝑡 + 𝜀

Brand Value

= α + 𝛽Roe × Tangible Book Value + 𝛽Brand × Tangible Book Value +𝛿𝐶𝑂𝑁𝑇𝑅𝑂𝐿_𝑉𝐴𝑅𝐼𝐴𝐵𝐿𝐸𝑆𝑖, 𝑡 + 𝜀 (7)

A positive and statistically significant coefficient βBrand proves the value relevance of the brands. In order to take
into account the fact that the market expresses lower valuations for banks with negative income, we insert in the
regression a variable equal to the product between i) a dummy variable that assumes unit value in case of
negative income and otherwise null value and ii) the profitability of the bank. Furthermore, in order to take into
account any differences in the valuation profile of different years and different countries, dummy variable
countries and year were included.
6. Results
Table 2 shows descriptive statistics of the sample used. From the Brand Finance website we handly collect the
value of major european banks (included in the Stoxx 600 Index) published in the report named “Banking 500 The annual report on the world’s most valuable banking brands”, after Lehman Brothers default (10 years, from
2008 to 2017).
Table 2. Descriptive statistics for the sample used in our analysis
a) Descriptive statistics
Market
Capitalization
Mean
Standard Deviation
1st Quartile
Median
3rd Quartile
Observations

18.087
26.983
2.429
7.694
24.950
496
Market
Tangible

Cap

Net Income

Pre Tax Income

Sales*

911
2.833
81
480
1.717
487

1.785
3.555
197
709
2.873
467

10.162
12.367
1.924
4.436
16.015
478

/

Book

Value
Mean
Standard Deviation
1st Quartile
Median
3rd Quartile
1st Percentile
99th Percentile
Observations
* Net Interest and other banking income

1,163
0,756
0,679
1,021
1,443
0,243
4,172
481

Return on Tangible
Equity**
0,042
0,204
0,030
0,075
0,117
-0,633
0,358
473

** Net Income / Tangible Book Value
*** Pre Tax Income / Net Interest and Other Banking Income
All data are expressed in euro mln
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Brand
Tangible
Value
0,256
0,416
0,109
0,159
0,230
0,050
2,364
411

Value

Tangible

Brand

Book Value Value
16.854
20.741
2.856
8.497
23.883
498
/

Book

3.385
4.484
477
1.542
4.724
425

Pre Tax Income Brand Value
Margin***

/ Sales

0,170
0,554
0,100
0,201
0,310
-1,082
0,575
467

0,357
0,457
0,215
0,278
0,383
0,041
2,165
407
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b) Sampple composition by
b country
AUSTRIIA

3,1%

BELGIU
UM

2,6%

CZECH REPUBLIC

0,7%

ARK
DENMA

5,4%

FINLAN
ND

0,5%

FRANCE
E

8,2%

GERMA
ANY

6,1%

GREECE
E

3,8%

IRELAN
ND

2,1%

ITALY

16,5%

RLANDS
NETHER

1,4%

NORWA
AY

2,4%

POLAND
D

1,2%

PORTUG
GAL

3,1%

SPAIN

12,7%

N
SWEDEN

8,7%

SWITZE
ERLAND

9,9%

UNITED
D KINGDOM

11,8%

Source: FaactSet, except for
f brand value (source:Brand F
Finance)

% (table 2), fo
ollowed by Sppain (12,7%) and Great
The mostt represented country in thee sample is Itaaly with 16,5%
Britain (111,8%). Overaall we collect 425
4 brand bannking values over
o
potential 496 data alonng 10 years. All
A data are
convertedd in euro mln considering the
t relative exxchange rate at
a year end. Average
A
markeet capitalization is euro
18,087 m
mln, while average tangible book value am
mount euro 16,854 mln. Baanks in the sam
ample show a Return on
Tangible Equity equal in median to 7,5%, while tthe market mu
ultiple Price to
o Tangible Boook Value equ
uals 1,163:
the high multiple indiccates the pressence of intanngible assets estimated
e
by the
t financial m
market for theese banks.
Brand values providedd by Brand Fin
nance are equaal in median to
o 15,9% of the tangible equuity.
Table 3 shhows the resuults of the regrression carriedd out relative to
t 400 brand values
v
estimatted by Brand Finance
F
in
the bankiing sector durring the perio
od 2008-2017 with referencce to the main
n banks operaating in Europ
pe (for 25
banks theere are alternatively no information for saales or tangiblle book value or net incomee).
Table 3. F
First Step - Vaalue Relevance Analysis – rregression resu
ults
Mkt Capp
Tangible Bookk Value

Net Inccome

Brand Valu
ue

= α + 𝛽Roe × Tangible Boook Value + 𝛽Brannd × Tangible Bookk Value + 𝛿𝐶𝑂𝑁
𝑁𝑇𝑅𝑂𝐿_𝑉𝐴𝑅𝐼𝐴𝐵
𝐵𝐿𝐸𝑆𝑖, 𝑡 + 𝜀
Coefficient

Standard Errror T - Stat p-llevel

Inteercept

0,528***

0,130

4,061

0,001%

βRoee

4,203***

0,509

8,249

0,000%

βBraand

0,367***

0,108

3,392

0,008%

Neggative Income Co
ontrol Variable

YES

Yeaars Control Variaables

YES

Couuntries Control Variables
V

YES
Value

Muultiple R

0,716

Muultiple R²

0,512

Adjjusted R²

0,474

F(229,370)

13,412

p

0,000

Stdd.Err. of Estimate

0,500

Obsservations

400

* p--value < 10%; **
* p-value < 5%; **** p-value < 1%
%
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The table shows a positive and statistically significant coefficient bBrand, meaning that at this stage stock market
prices incorporates the value of the brands supplied by Brand Finance. Because brand values published by Brand
Finance could be inferred from market prices (causing endogeneity) we re-assess brand values using a model
that does not depend on market prices (second step of Barth's verification). The model identified uses as a
fundamental variable the gross (of tax) marginality (profit before tax / Net interest and other banking income ):
higher margins should be accompanied by higher values of the brand (from a fundamental point of view the
greater value of the brand derives from a higher royalty rate estimated for evaluation purposes). The regression
used is therefore the following:
LN

Brand Value
Pre Tax Income
= α + 𝛽Margin ×
+
Net interest and other banking income
Net interest and other banking income
+𝛽Negative Margin ×

Pre Tax Income
× Dummy Negative Margin +
Net interest and other banking income

(8)

+𝛿𝐶𝑂𝑁𝑇𝑅𝑂𝐿_𝑉𝐴𝑅𝐼𝐴𝐵𝐿𝐸𝑆𝑖, 𝑡

A should be noted, in order to avoid negative brand values, the natural logarithm (LN) of the [Brand value / (Net
Interest and other banking income)] has been used. The regression considered, as in the previous case, a dummy
variable able to capture the value of brands of banks with negative margins and dummy variables representing
the risk of different countries and different years. The regression carried out (table 4) shows that the identified
parameters have a good ability in order to explain the variance of the ratio (brand value / sales) of different banks,
captured by an R2 (Adjusted) equal to 29,5%. The regression also shows statistical significant coefficients
(p-value = 0%). Therefore we can infer that brand values estimated by Brand Finance are derived from
fundamentals drivers, represented by the different bank margins.
Table 4. Second Step Value Relevance Analysis - First stage 2SLS results
Brand Value

Pre Tax Income

LN Net interest and other banking income = α + 𝛽Margin × Net interest and other banking income +
+𝛽Negative Margin ×

Pre Tax Income
Net interest and other banking income

× Dummy Negative Margin + 𝛿𝐶𝑂𝑁𝑇𝑅𝑂𝐿_𝑉𝐴𝑅𝐼𝐴𝐵𝐿𝐸𝑆𝑖, 𝑡
Coefficient Standard Error T - Stat p-level

Intercept

-1,648***

0,112

-14,714 0,00%

βPretax Income Margin

0,803***

0,238

3,367

Negative Income Control Variable

YES

Years Control Variables

YES

Countries Control Variables

YES

0,08%

Value
Multiple R

0,587

Multiple R²

0,345

Adjusted R²

0,295

F(28,368)

6,919

p

0,000

Std.Err. of Estimate

0,459

Observations

397

* p-value < 10%; ** p-value < 5%; p-value < 1%

At this stage it is possible to understand the brand value relevance by verifying the relationship between the
market capitalization of the different companies belonging to the Brand Finance sample and the re-estimated
value of the brands, through the following regression:
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Mkkt Cap

Net
N Income

Tangible Book Value

= α + 𝛽Roe × Tangibble

Book Value

+ 𝛽Brand ×

Re-estim
mated Brand Value
Tangib
ble Book Value

Vol. 13, No.
N 12; 2018

+ 𝛿𝐶𝑂𝑁𝑇𝑅𝑂𝐿__𝑉𝐴𝑅𝐼𝐴𝐵𝐿𝐸𝑆𝑖, 𝑡 + 𝜀

(9)

which turrns out to be identical to thee regression uused in the firsst step of the value
v
relevancce analysis (eq
quation 6),
but insteaad of using ass independent variable the eestimated Braand Value by Brand Financce, uses the brrand value
derived fr
from fundamental drivers (p
pre tax incom
me margin). Th
his variable haave been builtlt using the vaalue of the
brands off each bank deerived from reegression coeffficients in tab
ble 4.
As it cann be seen from
m table 5, the new βBrand cooefficient sign
nificantly difffers from zeroo and the adju
usted R2 is
equal to 551%. On the basis
b
of this evidence
e
it is possible to co
onclude that the
t brand valuues expressed
d by Brand
Finance aare value relevvant and at thee same time exxpress valuatiions that movee only from fuundamental paarameters.
Table 5. – Second Stepp Value Relevaance Analysis - Second Stag
ge 2SLS resullts
Mkt Capp
Tangible Book Value

Net In
ncome

= α + 𝛽Roe × Tangible

Book
B
Value

+ 𝛽Braand ×

Re-estimated Brand Value
B
Value
Tangible Book

+ 𝛿𝐶𝑂𝑁𝑇𝑅𝑂𝐿_𝑉𝐴
𝐴𝑅𝐼𝐴𝐵𝐿𝐸𝑆𝑖, 𝑡 + 𝜀

Coefficient

Standard Errror T - Stat p-llevel

Inteercept

0,448***

0,120

3,739

0,002%

βRoee

3,867***

0,538

7,185

0,000%

βBraand

0,651***

0,171

3,818

0,002%

Neggative Income Co
ontrol Variable

YES

Yeaars Control Variaables

YES

Couuntries Control Variables
V

YES
Value

Muultiple R

0,716

Muultiple R²

0,512

Adjjusted R²

0,474

F(229,422)

13,412

p

0,000

Stdd.Err. of Estimate

0,500

Obsservations

452

* p--value < 10%; **
* p-value < 5%; **** p-value < 1%
%

7. Conclu
usions
Traditionnally the literaature show that public brannd value estim
mates (such as
a the ones puublished by Interbrand,
Brand Fiinance or Braand Z), in thee context of iindustrial quo
oted companiees, are incorpporated in sto
ock prices,
implying that brands significantly
s
contributes to the value gen
neration process in a compaany. No such study was
carried ouut at the level of the bankiing sector. Thhis could be due
d to the attrribution of a m
marginal importance of
brands, aamong other intangible asssets, in the bbanking sector, as highligh
hted by the liiterature and reflects a
traditionaalist view of thhe value generration processs of a bank thaat binds value creation to:
a) the prooximity of the bank to custo
omers (the braanches);
b) managgement of the customer relationship withiin the branch.
Followingg the default of Lehman Brothers,
B
the w
way banks arre managed haas changed, aalso in light of
o the new
technologgical paradigm
ms, highlightting the role of the brand
d in the man
nagement of tthe bank. Th
his role is
evidencedd by the fact that:
t
- many bbanks, as a result
r
of the Purchase Priice Allocation
n process - PPA
P
(pursuannt to IFRS 3 Business
Combinaations) conseqquent to bank
king aggregatiions (mergerss or acquisitio
ons), have boooked in theirr financial
statementts (separate orr consolidated
d) brand valuess;
- reports published byy independent parties such as Brand Fin
nance, publish
hes brand valuues specificallly for the
banking ssector.
The article therefore set
s itself the objective
o
of vverifying whetther the brand
d effectively ccontributes to the value
creation pprocess of a bank
b
by performing a valuee relevance an
nalysis. The analysis
a
showeed that the vaalue of the
banking bbrands publisshed by the in
ndependent pprovider Brand Finance is incorporated in the stock exchange
prices, reflecting the ceentrality of thee brand in bannking and the possibility of measuring it.
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Note
Note 1. Trademarks are generally classified in three main groups:a) attribute brands. These brands transfer to the
consumer a clear image of the quality of the good / service offered (for example "The McKinsey" is a typical
brand that conveys a quality image in the field of strategic consulting); b) aspirational brands. These are brands
that transfer to customers a clear image of the consumer profile in terms of status, recognizability, lifestyle (for
example, Rolex is a brand that defines a status product for leading professionals); c) experience brands. These
are brands that transfer to customers a clear image in terms of emotions associated with the product / service
(so-called brand propositon.(Marlboro is a brand that transfers the image of genuine manhood, while Coca Cola
transfers an image of belonging to the younger generations).
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